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Sharply 3-transitive permutation groups are uniquely determined by 
KT-fields (see Definition 1) in the manner described in [4]. Every such group 
is in fact isomorphic to a group Ts(F) of transformations x + a + nz . x, 
and x + a + m . o(b + x) on a uniquely determined KT-field (F, +, ., a), 
where the operations are extended to F u {co}, cc $ F in the usual way 
(see IV and V). In the infinite case, it is not known whether the near-domain 
“Fastbereich” (F, +, .) in a KT-field (F, +, ‘, G) is necessarily a near-field. 
This question is answered here in the positive for infinitely many charac- 
teristics p, namely for p = 1 mod 3, Theorem 1. The group theoretical 
interpretation of this result is given in Theorem 2. 
KT-FIELDS AND NEAR-DOMAINS 
DEFINITION 1. A KT-jield is an ordered quadruple (F, +, ., a), where 
F is a set on which two binary operations (+) and (.) are defined such that 
KTI: (F, +, .) is a near-domain (defined below). 
KT2: u E Aut(F*, .) such that o( 1 + u(x)) = 1 - a(1 + x), for all 
x EF*\{-1) (F” = F\(O)). (F, +, .) . 1s a nem-domain whenever the following 
axioms are satisfied: 
Fbl: (F, +) is a loop (with neutral element 0). 
Fb2: a + b = 0 3 b + a = 0. 
Fb3: (F*, .) is a group (with neutral element 1). 
Fb4: 0 . a = 0, for every a E F. 
Fb5: a . (b + c) = a . b + a . c, for all a, 6, c EF. 
Fb6: For every pair of elements a, b E F there exists an element drcSb EF*, 
such that a + (b + x) = (u + b) + da,b .x, for everyxEF. 
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X near-field is a near-domain in which (F, +) is a group. Mence a near- 
domain is a near-field if and only if d0,b = 1, for every pair a, B CF. It can 
be shown that the sub near-domain generated by the multiplicatixe identitl 
is a prime field and hence we may speak of the characteristic of a near-domain 
and also of the characteristic of a KT-field (see [3]). A basic unanswered 
question, relevant only to the infinite case, is the following: Do there exist 
near-domains which are not near-fields? In [Sj the following essential result 
was proved. 
(I) Let (F, +, .) be a near-domain with char P > 2. Then F contains 
a unique maximal sub near-field, namely E = (x EF: s + I = 1 + s;, and 
we have either E = F or [(F*, .) : (E*: .)] is infinite. 
We define the kernel f of a near-domain (F, +, .) by f = {k ET*: 
(a + t) k = a R f b . k). It is obvious that Z(F”, .) < : < (F* .)I where 
Z(F*I .) denotes the center of (F”, .). Theorem 3.3 in [3] may be stated 
as foilowls: 
(II) Let (F, +, .) be a near-domain with char F # 2. Then (F, f .) 
is a near-field if and only if there exists k E f such that 1 + k E 1. Also in [3: 
the following identities in near-domains are verified, 
(III) (i) n + b = d,,, . (t’ + a), (ii) ~d~!~~~-r = Cco,rb ) 
(iii) d,i = Q&, , (iv) (-;) . c = a . (-1) = -0. 
We may now prove the following. 
~ElVIh1.k 1. Suppose (F, f, .) is a near-don& whose nzultiphtit~e group 
(F*‘, ~) contains a nomzal subgroup of order 3, denoted by CS if charF > 3 
and C, C E, then F is a near-$eM. 
Proof. Suppose C, = (I, ~2, x-z?> and C, C E. Since by (I) (E, +., -) 
is a near-field, we halre 1 + m + ~9 = 0, since if c = 1 + r7z + me theen 
?rzc = nr + nl” + & = 1 + HZ + rrzB = c. Denote the centralizer of C, 
in (F”, .) by O(C,). Since C, 4 F*, we have @(C,) = [.v E F*: xm.~r1 = m> 
and [F”: E(C,)] < 2. Now [F”: a(C,)] = I if and only if 13~ cZ(F*, .). 
But uz E Z(F”, .) and 1 -i m = -HZ” imply 1 + ?rz E Z(F*, .) [see III (ir)], 
and hence nz> 1 + TIZ E f. Thus by II, (F, +-: ,) is a near-field, if 
[F”: tE(C,)] = 1. 
Suppose [F*: &(C,)] = 2, then ~~~1~s~~ = uzo x G &(C,) and SV!.T~~ = :Go 
x $ E(C,). Now let s E Q(C,) and x f -1.1Ve show, by means of contradiction. 
that 1 + s E E(C,) 0 s + 1 E E(C,). Suppose x f 1 E OjC,) and 
1 + .I: $k K(C,). Since 1 + HZ = --Mu and 1 +- ~9 = -7~ we have by Fb5-6, 
and III (i), (ii), (iii): 
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(i) (s + l)(l + m) = (x + 1) + (x + 1)m = x + [l + (1 + x)m] 
= x + [l + m2(1 + x)] 
= x + [(I + my + m”x] = x + (42 + xmy, 
(ii) (x + I)(1 + m) = (1 + m)(x + 1) = (1 + m) x + (1 + m) 
= x(1 + m) + (1 + m) = (x + Wz) + (1 + m) 
= x + [xm + 4m,o(l + @I 
= x + [mx + (1 + m)] = x + (mx - my. 
Therefore, -m + xm2 = xm - mp, and hence - 1 + xm = x - m by left 
multiplication by m2. Similarly one obtains: 
(iii) (x + 1)(1 + ma) = x + (-m” + xm), and 
(iv) (x + 1)(1 + m2) = x + (m2x - m). 
But x + (-m2 + xm) = x + (m2x - m) 2 -m2 + xm = m2x - m * 
- 1 + xm2 = x - m2. Thus, the mappings 01: y -+ - 1 + xy and p : y -+ 
x - y agree on the two distinct points m and m2. But one easily verifies that 
T@) = (y --t a + mr: a, m EF, m f O> operates sharply 2-transitively 
on the elements of F (see [2]). Thus 01 = j3 which implies the contradiction 
x = - 1. Thus we have: x E c(C,)\(-1) and x + 1 E K(C,) * 1 + x E E(C,). 
But1+x~~(C3)~x-1+l~~(C3)~1+x-1~~(C3)~x+1~O;(C3), 
and hence 1 + x E E(C,) + x + 1 E K(C,). Now let x E 6(Cs), .x f -1, then 
either 1 + x, x + 1 EE(C~), or1 +x,x+ l$K(C,).Ifi +x,x+lEE(CJ 
then we have 
(I + x)( 1 + m) = (1 + x) + (1 + r)m = 1 + [x + (s + l)m] 
= 1 + [x + m(x + l)] = 1 + [x + (xm + m)] 
= 1 + [(x + xnz> + 4,,,,ml = 1 + [x(1 + m> + ml 
= 1 + (--xm2 + m), and 
(1 + x)(1 + m) = (1 + m)(l + x) = (I + m) + x(1 + m) 
= 1 + (m - xm’). 
Therefore, m - xm2 = --xm2 + m + 1 - xm = -xm + 1 * -xm E E a 
x E E, since by assumption m E E. If 1 + x, x + 1 $ E(C,), then we have 
(1 + x)(1 + m) = (1 + x) + (1 + x)m = 1 + [x + (x + l)m] 
= 1 + [x + mn2(x + I)] = 1 + [x(1 + m2) + m2] 
= 1 + (-xm + m*), and 
(1 + x)(1 + m) = (1 + x)(-m”) = -m(l + x) = (1 + m”)(l + x) 
= (1 + ~2’) + (1 + m2)x = 1 + (m2 - xm). 
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ut 1 + (---snz + ma) = 1 + (1118 - xm) 2 -ma -- m2 = ~2% - xm 3 
--snip + y = 1 - m$ a --xm2 E E = x E E. ‘Thus we have proved 
a(&) C E, and hence [(P*, .) : (E*, .>I < 2, since [A@* : K(C,)j = 2. From I 
we conclude E =E’. 
SHARPLP ~-TRANSITIVE GROUPS Am KY-FIELDS 
Zn IV and 17 below we establish the exact relationship between sharply 
3-transitive groups and KT-fields (see [4], 1.3 and 1.4). 
(IV) Suppose (F, +, ., U) is a k-T-field. Choose oc $F and extend (4-i 
and (.) toP u [a> in the usual way, and define a(O) = cr3 and 5(co) = 0. Then 
T3(F) = (x + n + m ’ x: n, an EF, m f 0) 
u~.v-aa+m~a(b+x):a,b,711.EF,?1ajO) 
is a permutation group which operates sharply 3-transitively on the set 
F u (,xj,~ Conversely, let G be a sharply 3-transitive group operating on a set 
M and let 0, 1, co be three distinct points of M, Then an addition (+) and 
a multiplication (.) can be defined on Jlx = JP1jcn) in such a way that 
(Mm, +? .) is a near-domain with 0 and I as additive and multiplicative 
identities, respectively. Further, the involution G E G determined by u(O) = 822 
O(W) = 0, and ~$1) = 1 restricted to N\(O, oo) satisfies RT2, and hence 
l ill= \- , +) .) 0) is a KT-field and G and T3(Mx) are identical. 
(V) Let G and G’ be permutation groups whicn operate sharply 3- 
transitively on sets Jrl and AZ’, respectively. Further, iet (ilf~~, +, ., 0) mb 
(nf;,,, ) +-‘, 0, u’) be the associated KT-fields with respect to distinct points 
0, 1, 0~; E M and O’, l’, co’ E M’ according to IV. Then (G, &I) and (G’, AI’) 
are isomorphic as permutation groups if and on1.y if the KT-fie!ds 
(MOT1 i +, .I 0) and (MG.r. , +‘, 0, (J’) are isomorphic. 
By I’ we may make the following definition: 
~EF1NITroN 2. By the clzaracteristic, char G, of a sharply 3-transitive 
group G we mean the characteristic of its associated KT--field. 
SHARPLY ~-TRANSITIVE GROUPS OF CHARACTERISTIC ~1 mod 3 
Let G be a sharply 3-transitive group operating on a set M and define 
K = (a E 6: 01 f 1 and a3 = l}. It is easily &own that K is a conjugate 
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class in G and that all elements of K have the same number of fixed points; 
0, 1, or 2. It is well known that the groups 
G,,, = {p E G: /3(a) = a and ,8(b) = 6), 
where a, b E M, n # 0, form a conjugate class of subgroups of G. Further, it is 
readily verified that each Ga,b is isomorphic to the multiplicative group 
(Ma*, .) of the KT-field associated with G (IV, V). 
(VI) (Tits [6] or Huppert [l]. If the elements of K have 2 fixed points, 
then for any a, b E M with a f b, there exist exactly two distinct elements 
01~ E K, i = 1, 2, such that D+(U) = a and cYi(b) = b. Obviously ala = 01~~. 
4s a direct consequence of VI we have the following. 
LEMMA 2. In a sharply 3-transitive group G the follozuing conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) The elements of K have 2 Jixed points. 
(ii) G,J contains a subgroup of osder 3. 
KnC;) Ga,b contains exactly one subgroup of order 3, namely C,., = 
n.b , and Jzeme CaS, 4 G,,, . 
We now prove the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be an sharply 3-transitive group and (F, +, ., o) its 
associated KT-field according to IV and V. If char G E 1 mod 3, then (F, +, .) 
is a near$eld. 
Proof. If char G = charF = 1 mod 3, then [ rr* 1 = char G - 1 and 
3 / j r* I, where n is the prime field of F and 1 / denotes cardinality. Thus, 
r* contains a subgroup C, of order 3. From (F*, .) s G,,, and Lemma 2, 
we have C, 4 (F*, .). But r C E and the theorem follows from Lemma 1. 
Now it can be shown that the sets 
where a EM, form a conjugate class of subsets of G. Furthermore, Jaa is a 
subgroup of G if and only if in the associated KT-field (F, + , ., a), (F, +, .) 
is a near-field ([2], (53)e). Thus we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. If char G = 1 mod 3, the?1 Jaz < G. 
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